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Medical Staff Update June 2014 

 “Hey Doc, You Rock!” Recipient Chosen for June 
 

Rockin Doc:  Steven F. Mitros, MD 
Nominating Staff: Ortho Surgery Team, 8South, Social Services, 
   Physical and Occupational Therapy 
Medical Education: University of Michigan Medical School 
Date on Staff:  07/01/1981 
 

      The quality that defines Dr. Stephen Mitros is his ability to share 
his knowledge with others. He loves to teach, and will take any op-
portunity to help expand staff knowledge about orthopedics.  
Whether the meetings are planned or impromptu, Dr. Mitros can be 
found leading the “team” (R.N., OT, PT, Social Services) in discussions regarding patient 
care. Capitalizing on opportunities to educate and suggest, he sets an example to the 
care team of inclusion and cooperation.   
     He is consistent in providing support and feedback to all those he works with. “He 
treats the Ortho Unit as his team. There has always been mutual trust and respect be-
tween the staff and Dr. Mitros.”   
     Another aspect is evident about Dr. Mitros: he strives to provide superior patient 
care. In addition to his amazingly open and collaborative approach with the care team, 
he listens to questions from patients and their families and takes the time to answer 
and educate. “Dr. Mitros is amazing! He always exhibits mutual respect to everyone he 
encounters.  His patients adore him and trust in him to provide them with excellent 
care, which he does daily!” 
     Dr. Mitros greets everyone with a smile, openly welcoming all staff and addressing 
each by name when he arrives on the unit. When problems arise, he knows just who to 
voice his concerns to, and demonstrates his willingness to be part of the solution. “I 
have never heard him raise his voice, even when it may have been understandable had 
he done so,” says one longtime team member.  “He enjoys sharing stories about family 
and activities, and he truly has a great sense of humor, sharing funny—and mostly clean 
jokes!” 
     All agree that Dr. Mitros is an intelligent, caring and insightful individual who shares 
his expertise with others to ensure patients are provided the very best care. 

From the desk of Kreg Gruber: 
 

President’s Report: 
     In‐Pa ent Units:  Hospital Pa ent Care Unit upgrades‐comple ng the new flooring on 12‐South 
Surgical Unit.  Unit pain ng and room furniture is also in progress. 
     Facili es/Engineering Update:     Facili es Engineering has been very involved in the develop‐
ment of design for the new Children’s Hospital project.  Long range strategic planning for MEP 
infrastructure for the en re hospital has been a major emphasis.  Centralized chiller plant and 
centralized power for the MHSB campus is in the planning stages. 
     Radiology Engineering Update:  Beginning in July, we will begin phasing in four (4) new CT 
scanners across Beacon.  Project will start at EHG and also include Memorial Hospital, Lighthouse 
imaging center and LaPorte medical group. 
 

Please see page 3 for the le er sent to the Medical Staff regarding: 
Transi on to Interim Roles   



A Byte of IT …      From Your CMIO, Dr. Ken Elek 
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As we get ready to have just one chart for patients who see Beacon Medical Group physicians in their offices, 
there will be some needed changes in the content and maintenance of inpatient charts. 

One of the very important categories that needs to be addressed is the difference between a diagnosis and a 
problem. Traditionally we’ve said that problems are for nursing and diagnoses are for physicians. In the new 
world of one chart, problems are ongoing diagnoses and diagnoses are the reasons for today’s visit. The respon-
sibility for maintaining these lists should reside with the physician seeing the patient. In the office, the problem 
list will contain SNOMED coded problems which convert to ICD-9, for the time being, coded diagnoses when they 
are converted from problems to diagnoses. Once the office visit is over, ongoing diagnoses will be converted to 
problems and are used to track the patient’s chronic medical problems. In the hospital, diagnoses added during 
the hospitalization will need to be converted to problems if they are ongoing issues that will continue to be ad-
dressed. PowerChart automatically converts the SNOMED codes to ICD-9 codes because they are mapped to 
match up. So, please be careful not to “edit” the outpatient problem list inappropriately and add what needs to 
be added appropriately. This will make everyone’s life and the patient’s care much easier. 

Medication lists will be easier to maintain since medications continued at discharge will automatically populate 
the documented medication by history category; this is the ongoing medication list. In order to facilitate proper 
workflow, medications given for a set time period, such as antibiotics or pain medications, will need to be clas-
sified as acute and have a stop date. Otherwise, the ongoing medication list gets cluttered with medications the 
patient is no longer taking. This will be addressed more in depth as we get closer to the August go live date. 

On the inpatient side, we continue to work out the workflow bugs in getting the admitting orders to flow 
properly and be put into place at the right place and time. There are many challenges to doing this correctly so 
the right orders get done at the right time. On paper there were often times, so I’m told, when there were de-
lays and errors in getting the right orders done at the right time but physicians were often insulated and una-
ware. In the electronic world there is a sort of built in accountability which exposes the areas where these thing 
happen. This is a double edged sword since now we’re aware of all that happens which can be both upsetting 
and provide an opportunity for improvement. This work will continue until we arrive at the best workflow for 
patients, physicians, nurses and staff. 

We’ve continued to try very hard to track down issues and I want to remind you that giving the PC/notebook 
number you’re working on, the date and time is all I need to look at what happened. I still see some perceived 
delays and “freezing” that are due to the way things are being done and not as a malfunction of PowerChart.  
Perceived freezing due to Windows navigation is the most common thing that happens to me and it sometimes 
isn’t blatantly apparent. The good news with Windows 7 is the ability to see all the open windows on the 
toolbar by hovering over the PowerChart icon and seeing what else is there. Sometimes it’s a notification win-
dow that slipped behind the chart or message center. Other times it’s another window that inexplicably slips 
behind so the active window isn’t on top. So, if your screen looks frozen for no apparent reason, sometimes 
even with an hourglass on the screen, check to make sure you’re working in the active window. 

We recently started our patient portal for the hospital where patients can access their own labs, education 
from discharge, medications, allergies, etc.; no sensitive information will be posted. There will be a delay of up 
to 36 hours before their information is posted. This sometimes scares us as physicians but most places that al-
ready have it in place have found it to be a tool to help keep the patient informed and engaged in their care. 

I know that’s a fair bit of stuff but I’m trying to pass on information to both get everybody prepared for changes 
and to ask appropriate questions. I’m also trying really hard to find ways to improve the performance of the 
system and your help is crucial. I really appreciate all those who’ve pointed out things they’ve just been putting 
up with that were broken; some for almost a year. In particular, Dr. Jody Wiseman has been very helpful in this 
regard. 

Let me know what I can do to help make your experience with our electronic record better. My office number is 
647-3070, my pager is 472-4639 and my email address is kelek@beaconhealthsystem.org.  
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Date:  June 30, 2014 

TO:  Memorial Hospital Medical Staff  

FROM:  Kreg Gruber 

Re:    Transition to Interim Roles  

Many of you received a memo from Phil Newbold, CEO of Beacon Health System, about new interim assign-
ments for members of the Beacon leadership team. These interim roles will allow us to maintain continuity and 
stability among senior leadership, while infusing key areas with refreshed perspectives that will help Beacon pre-
pare for the future of care. 

Regarding my transition to the interim role of President of Beacon Medical Group, I am looking forward to this 
new assignment. The future of providing healthcare will be shaped significantly by physicians and I am looking 
forward to meeting with our talented physicians, listening, and preparing Beacon to move gracefully into the new 
future of healthcare. We are all interconnected, the medical group, hospitals, homecare, etc.  This assignment pro-
vides a great opportunity to understand and synchronize those connections even better. 

One of my most important duties in this new role will be to support an executive search process to identify the 
permanent President of Beacon Medical Group.  We will engage an external firm to perform a national search that 
will likely take six to nine months to complete.  

Specific to my role with Beacon Medical Group, I will be working with our team to improve the administrative 
functioning of the group. We are fortunate to have so many high functioning practices and support services. How-
ever, as you know, with a medical practice that has almost 900 employees and 250 practitioners, there are systems 
and processes that can be improved.   

To ensure continuity in administrative leadership, Steve Huffman, Beacon’s current Chief Information Officer is 
stepping into the role of Interim Memorial Hospital President. Steve has been with Memorial, and now Beacon for 
eighteen years. I am 100% confident in his abilities to effectively manage open issues, as well as to continue to 
improve upon existing operations. You will find that Steve has the highest degree of integrity and work ethic. He 
is approachable and straightforward in his communication and you will enjoy the opportunity to work with him. 

The team of administrative personnel at Memorial, including Cheryl Wibbens, Chief Medical Officer, Diana Cus-
ter, Vice President of Operations, Jayne Mitton, Executive Director of Surgical Services, and, Bev Teegarden, 
Chief Nursing Officer, each provide an incredible amount of operational expertise for Memorial Hospital. This 
team will continue to support Memorial, as well as Steve in his new role. Steve will be located in my office in 
Administration at the Hospital. His Assistant is Tara Hunsberger and her phone number is 647-6795.   

If you have questions or would like to discuss any elements of the transition that may affect you, I am wholly 
transparent on this topic and would enjoy the conversation. My email will remain the same but I will have a new 
phone number, which is 647-1652. My current assistant, Sue Ferraro, will remain working with me. We have 
moved to the BMG offices located at One Michiana Square. 

Thank you for your support over the coming months.  
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Beginning  6/16/14 a new required field will be added to all Antibiotic order details requesting the reason an antibiotic is given.  A picklist 
will assist providers in making the appropriate selection, however there is also a freetext alternative.  Full details are in the KAYG (Know 
as you Go) document.  Please note, this is a rollout change is by drug name and classification and may take several days to complete  
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ePrescribe (eRx):   
After a required upgrade, ePre-
scribe is once again live at 
MHSB.  A review of how to send 
non-controlled prescriptions di-
rectly to the retail/mail order 
pharmacy are attached.  Nursing 
and ancillary staff are now gath-
ering the Patient’s Preferred 
Pharmacy upon admission to fa-
cilitate this process. 
 
Please note, if a patient is to re-
ceive a combination of meds 
(controlled and non-controlled), 
you must print/sign all prescrip-
tions.   
 
Additionally, the use of Rx Plan 

As always, if you have any 
questions, please contact the  
 

HelpDesk 574-647-7254  

Pam Maxwell 574-647-2116  

Ken Elek MD, CMIO 574-647-



Medical Staff Officers 
 

President   
John Mathis, M.D.  

Vice President 
  Philip Kavanagh, D.O. 

Secretary-Treasurer  
John Jacobs, M.D. 

 

Medical Staff Office 
 

Vice President Medical Affairs  

Cheryl A. Wibbens, M.D. 

Medical Staff Coordinator 

Pamela Hall, CPMSM, CPCS 

Physician Liaison-Administration 

Tawnn Hoover 

Executive Assistant 

Mariellan Weaver 

Phone: 574-647-7920 
Fax: 574-647-6691 

E-mail: 
mweaver@beaconhealthsystem.org 

 
Please send any information you 
would like to see included in 
future newsletters to  

Mariellan Weaver, 
mweaver@beaconhealthsystem.org 
or contact her at  574-647-7920 

You may view current and 
previous Medical Staff Updates at   

www.qualityoflife.org/docs/
hospital/newsletter 
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Welcome New Medical Staff Member(s): 

Hilary Dye, MD     Freeman Farrow, MD 
Internal Medicine    Family Medicine 
South Bend Clinic Granger   BMG LaPorte 
52500 Fir Road     900 I. Street  
Granger, IN  46350    LaPorte, IN  46350 
 
Elon Granader, MD    Lindsay Kramer, MD 
Tele-Radiology     Pediatric Hospitalist 
Vision Radiology    BMG Memorial Children’s Hosp 
449 Lucerne Drive    615 N. Michigan Street  
Spartanburg, SC  29302    South Bend, IN  46601 
 
Emily-Rae Singh, MD    Kristine Smith, MD 
Family Medicine    Family Medicine 
E.B. Warner Family Medicine Ctr.  E.B. Warner Family Med. Ctr. 
714 N. Michigan     714 N. Michigan  
South Bend, IN  46601    South Bend, IN  46601 
 
Adeel Yousaf, MD    
Pediatric Hospitalist 
BMG Memorial Children’s Hospital   
615 N. Michigan Street      
South Bend, IN  46601       


